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The Generic PCL4 Plus Printer Driver.This is a package-aware driver.The following limitations exist when using a shared printer in a point-and-print environment.* The Generic PCL4 Plus driver does not support the Add-in products that are included with the following products (applicable products may vary depending on the driver or
region). - Access Management System (AMS Printer Driver Add-in) - Encrypted Secured Print Driver Add-inPlease use the AMS Printer Driver Add-in and the Encrypted Secured Print Driver Add-in included as standard with the Generic PCL4 Plus driver.The Add-in tab will be hidden if a language that is not supported by the Add-in is

selected.The Generic PCL4 Plus driver supports the following languages.English/French/German/Spanish The Generic PCL6 Printer Driver.This is a package-aware driver.The following limitations exist when using a shared printer in a point-and-print environment.* The Generic Plus driver does not support the Add-in products that are
included with the following products (applicable products may vary depending on the driver or region). - Access Management System (AMS Printer Driver Add-in) - Encrypted Secured Print Driver Add-inPlease use the AMS Printer Driver Add-in and the Encrypted Secured Print Driver Add-in included as standard with the Generic Plus

driver.The Add-in tab will be hidden if a language that is not supported by the Add-in is selected.- The AMS Printer Driver Add-in includes support for the following languages.English/French/Italian/German/Spanish- The Encrypted Secured Print Driver Add-in includes support for the following
languages.English/French/Italian/German/Spanish
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*precaution when using a usb connectiondisconnect the usb cable that connects the device and computer
before installing the driver.connect the usb cable after installing the driver.the driver will be installed into the
%windir%\system32 directory.notethe %windir%\system32 directory is also known as the system directory.
some printer manufacturers may interpret different printer emulations in different ways. if you use a printer
driver from the same printer manufacturer that supports your printer emulation, you can possibly prevent
some compatibility problems. for example, if your printer supports postscript level 3 as its default printer

emulation, look up the list of printer drivers that are supplied with the 64-bit version of windows. you can do
it to find another printer from the same printer manufacturer that uses the same printer emulation. here are
the steps. your hardware manufacturer provides technical support and assistance for x64-based versions of

windows. your hardware manufacturer provides support because an x64-based version of windows was
included with your hardware. your hardware manufacturer might have customized the installation of windows
with unique components. unique components might include specific device drivers or might include optional
settings to maximize the performance of the hardware. microsoft will provide reasonable-effort assistance if
you need technical help with your x64-based version of windows. however, you might have to contact your
manufacturer directly. your manufacturer is best qualified to support the software that your manufacturer

installed on the hardware. 5ec8ef588b
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